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Abstract

The popularity of live streaming has led to the explosive
growth in new video contents and social communities on
emerging platforms such as Facebook Live and Twitch. View-
ers on these platforms are able to follow multiple streams
of live events simultaneously, while engaging discussions
with friends. However, existing approaches for selecting live
streaming channels still focus on satisfying individual prefer-
ences of users, without considering the need to accommodate
real-time social interactions among viewers and to diversify
the content of streams. In this paper, therefore, we formu-
late a new Social-aware Diverse and Preferred Live Stream-
ing Channel Query (SDSQ) that jointly selects a set of di-
verse and preferred live streaming channels and a group of
socially tight viewers. We prove that SDSQ is NP-hard and
inapproximable within any factor, and design SDSSel, a 2-
approximation algorithm with a guaranteed error bound. We
perform a user study on Twitch with 432 participants to vali-
date the need of SDSQ and the usefulness of SDSSel. We also
conduct large-scale experiments on real datasets to demon-
strate the superiority of the proposed algorithm over several
baselines in terms of solution quality and efficiency.

Introduction

With the birth of Twitch, Facebook Live, Twitter Periscope,
and Ustream, live streaming has recently become very pop-
ular. In addition to allowing users to create streaming chan-
nels on various topics in real time (e.g., news, sports,
games), these new platforms support two unique features:

1) Live Interactions. Live streaming platforms have been
regarded as virtual third places for social interactions
(Hamilton, Garretson, and Kerne 2014). They enable view-
ers to interact (e.g., chat and send virtual gifts) with each
other and the broadcaster in real time as events unfold. As
Facebook reported (Facebook 2016), people frequently in-
teract with friends and comment 10 times more on Facebook
Live videos than on a regular video. Moreover, the feature
of allowing users to invite friends to watch live streams to-
gether and have fruitful interactions (e.g., for sports games)
has become a cornerstone in Facebook Live and Twitch

Copyright c© 2018, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
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(Mashable 2017), and has been used for more than 300 mil-
lion times (Twitch 2016b). Indeed, social interaction is an
important feature that brings users and their friends together
to enjoy real-time live streaming (Hamilton, Garretson, and
Kerne 2014). From our analysis on datasets collected from
bilibili1 and Twitch, nearly 30% of friends watch 51% over-
lapping channels. 21% of friends in bilibili simultaneously
watch the same videos and chat with more than 26.5 lines
on a 3-minute long video. Moreover, the users in Twitch join
Twitch Teams with friends, and 62% of the users in a team
watch the same channels.

2) Multi-Streaming. This feature, supported by Youtube
Live, Facebook Live, Teevox, Dualstreamnow, and Twitch-
ster, allows viewers to simultaneously watch multiple chan-
nels with correlated but different perspectives. NBC sports
and Fox sports live streaming channels, both offering mul-
tiple (at least four) viewing angles in sports games (e.g.,
NFL, MLB, UFC), have attracted more than 25M and 48M
viewers, respectively. From our analysis of a real dataset on
2017 Taipei Summer Universiade (FISU 2017) broadcasted
on Youtube Live, at least 30% of viewers watch multiple
streams of the same or different sports games at the same
time. The user study (detailed in the experimental results
section) on 432 Twitch users also manifests that more than
90% of them have enjoyed multi-streaming. Moreover, re-
search also shows that user satisfaction has been boosted by
the immersive experience of watching different camera an-
gles of an event at the same time (Haimson and Tang 2017;
Hamilton et al. 2016; Mostafa et al. 2016; Hamilton, Garret-
son, and Kerne 2014; Jain, Sarda, and Haritsa 2004).

The above new features have boosted the variety and vol-
ume of available contents and channels in live streaming
platforms, e.g., Twitch has reported 2.1 million broadcasters
and more than 100 million users (Twitch 2016a). Neverthe-
less, the wide variety and large volume of channels and con-
tents also bring prominent challenges to users who would
like to exploit these platforms to organize some social events
or gather some friends to watch live streaming together. To
meet the need for an online soiree organization service, in
this paper, we propose a new framework that helps orga-
nize an online soiree of live streaming by finding a group of

1https://www.bilibili.com/.
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Figure 1: Illustrative example.

close friends (e.g., for Twitch Team) and a number of diverse
and preferred live streaming channels2. For live streaming
soiree groups such as Twitch Teams, an organizer may fail
to extract a group of socially tight members or fail to find
a highly diverse set of preferred channels to enjoy due to
the tediousness of the manual selection. Another way is ran-
domly forming live streaming groups in an ad hoc manner,
but this approach does not carefully consider the above fac-
tors to address the potential user needs.

To support the online soiree organization service frame-
work, we formulate a new query, namely Social-aware Di-
verse and Preferred Live Streaming Channel Query (SDSQ),
aiming to select a set of diverse and preferred channels along
with a group of socially tight viewers, such that 1) every
selected viewer is interested in at least one chosen channel
(coverage constraint), 2) each selected channel interests at
least p selected viewers (minimum interest constraint), and
3) the selected viewers form a socially tight group, i.e., each
pair of selected viewers are at most h hops away in the social
network (social tightness constraint)3. SDSQ aims to maxi-
mize the diversity of the selected preferred channels (i.e., the
average dissimilarity) for multi-streaming while selecting a
group of socially tight friends in order to organize an online
soiree.

Figure 1 illustrates the strength of using SDSQ for or-
ganizing an online soiree. Assuming that the dissimilarity
(dashed lines) of channels (denoted by squares) and social
relationship (solid lines) among users (denoted by circles)
are given. e.g., the content of channels 1 and 2 are 50%
dissimilar, and users a and d are friends. We also assume
that the preferences (dotted lines) of users over channels are
known, e.g., user a prefers channel 1. A preference-based
approach may return channels {3, 5} along with viewers
{a, c, f} as each selected channel is preferred by at least two
selected viewers. For an online soiree, this is not a good con-
figuration, as the social connections between selected view-
ers are sparse, while the channels are very similar, e.g., no

2While social closeness is essential for engaging social conver-
sations, the diverse and preferred channels bring rich and different
viewing/camera angles of the event. These are two key ingredients
to the success of an online soiree.

3Parameters h and p can be acquired from real data. From the
data collected in our experiments detailed later, we observe that
users prefer to watch channels with at least 4.71 friends who share
the same interests, while the friends are selected within 1.57 hops.

dissimilarity edge between channels 3 and 5. In contrast,
SDSQ chooses channels {3, 4} and viewers {b, c, f} be-
cause the viewers are friends (or friends-of-friends) and they
all prefer the chosen channels, while the channels {3, 4} are
dissimilar from each other.

Solving SDSQ is very challenging because it needs to ex-
amine the channel diversity, social tightness, and user prefer-
ence jointly, for choosing not only channels but also viewers.
We prove that SDSQ is NP-hard and inapproximable within
any factor unless P = NP . Nevertheless, we observe that
by first introducing a small bounded error, an efficient ap-
proximation algorithm can be designed. We thus propose a
2-approximation algorithm, namely SDSSel, with a guaran-
teed error bound. The contributions of this paper are sum-
marized as follows.

• We identify an urgent need of online soiree organization
service for emerging live streaming platforms and formu-
late a new query, namely SDSQ, to support the service.

• We prove that SDSQ is NP-hard and inapproximable
within any ratio and propose an error-bounded 2-
approximation algorithm named SDSSel.

• We prototype a new online soiree organization service
on Twitch and conduct a user study to validate the need
of SDSQ. The results indicate that users are more satis-
fied with the selection results from SDSQ as compared to
other baselines and users’ manual selections.

• We compare SDSSel with various baseline approaches on
three large real datasets. The results show that SDSQ out-
performs the baselines in solution quality and efficiency
on the large real datasets.

Problem Formulation

Given a heterogeneous graph G = (V,C,E,D, P ), where
V is the set of viewers and C is the set of channels. E
represents the set of social edges, D is the set of diver-
sity edges, and P is the set of preference edges. A social
edge (u, v) ∈ E with u, v ∈ V indicates that viewers u
and v are friends. A diversity edge [q, r] ∈ D with weight
W [q, r] ∈ [0, 1] quantifies the dissimilarity between two
channels q, r ∈ C (the larger W [q, r] is, the more dissim-
ilar channels q and r are). A preference edge 〈u, q〉 ∈ P
indicates that the viewer u ∈ V has a preference for channel
q ∈ C. We denote Δq(C) =

∑
r∈C W [q, r] the total inci-

dent diversity of channel q in C, i.e., the sum of weights
of the diversity edges incident to q. The channel graph
G(C) = (C,D) contains the set of channels and their corre-
sponding diversity edges. The social graph G(V ) = (V,E)
represents the set of viewers and their corresponding friend-
ships. For a channel q ∈ C, we denote the set of viewers
that have preferences for q as V (q). Table 1 summarizes the
important notations. In the following, we first define the h-
dense group.

Definition 1. A subgraph F ⊆ G(V ) is an h-dense group
if for any pair of viewers u, v ∈ F , dEG(u, v) ≤ h holds,
where dEG(u, v) is the shortest hop distance between u and v
on G(V ).
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Table 1: Table of notations.
Notation Description

ω(K) Average diversity of channel set K
C(v) Channels preferred by viewer v
V (q) Viewers preferring channel q
V (K) Viewers preferring at least one channel in K
Δq(C) Total incident diversity of q in C
Δ(K) Sum of diversity edge weights in K
H2

v (V ) 2h-dense viewer set of v
H2

v (C) 2h-dense channel set of v
dEG(u, v) Shortest hop distance between u and v on G

With the concept of h-dense groups in hand, we formally
formulate SDSQ as follows.
Problem: Social-aware Diverse and Preferred Live
Streaming Channel Query (SDSQ).

Given: A heterogeneous graph G = (V,C,E,D, P ), social
constraint h, and minimum interest constraint p.
Find: A set of viewers F ⊆ V and a set of channels K ⊆ C
such that i) every selected channel q ∈ K is preferred by
at least p viewers in F (minimum interest constraint), i.e.,
∀q ∈ K, |V (q) ∩ F | ≥ p, ii) every viewer u ∈ F prefers at
least one chosen channel q ∈ K (coverage constraint), i.e.,
∀u ∈ F, ∃q ∈ K, 〈u, q〉 ∈ P , and iii) the selected viewers
collectively form an h-dense group (social constraint).
Objective: To maximize the diversity of the selected chan-
nels, i.e., ω(K) =

∑
[q,r]∈D(K) W [q,r]

|K| , where D(K) is the set
of diversity edges induced by K on G(C)4.

SDSQ includes two parameters h and p, which are to be
set by soiree organizers (or guided by an analysis on the his-
torical query data). In our user study in the experimental re-
sults section, we also analyze the users’ choices of the two
parameters. Note that the average dissimilarity, instead of
the sum of dissimilarity, is adopted in the objective function
to avoid favoring a large number of channels in the solu-
tion (Hurley and Zhang 2011). Through our initial study, we
find that SDSQ is NP-hard and inapproximable within any
factor as stated below, i.e., no approximation algorithm ex-
ists.

Theorem 1. SDSQ is NP-hard and inapproximable within
any factor unless P = NP .

Proof. We prove that SDSQ is NP-hard with the reduc-
tion from the maximum DBS (Diameter Bounded Sub-
graph) problem (Asahiro, Miyano, and Samizo 2010), which
is NP-hard. The decision problem of DBS, given a graph
Gm = (Vm, Em) and two integers k, d, decides whether
Gm contains a connected subgraph Gd = (Vd, Ed) such
that for any vertices u and v in Vd, dEm

Gm
(u, v) ≤ d and

4An alternative objective is to employ the weighted sum of the
four factors. However, the weights for each individual are different
and difficult to evaluate. In contrast, a large objective value here
is inclined to include more preferred channels especially when the
diversity becomes larger.

|Vd| ≥ k hold. For each instance of DBS, we build an in-
stance of SDSQ as follows. The input heterogeneous graph
G = (V,C,E,D, P ) is constructed by letting V = Vm,
E = Em, C = {q1, q2}, D = {[q1, q2]}, P = {〈u, c〉|∀u ∈
V, c ∈ C}, (i.e., each viewer u ∈ V prefers all the channels),
W [q1, q2] = 1, p = k, and h = d.

We first prove the sufficient condition. If the maximum
DBS returns TRUE with a diameter bounded subgraph Gd,
then F = Vd and K = C is a feasible solution to SDSQ.
F forms an h-dense group since for any pair of vertices
u, v ∈ Vd, dEm

Gm
(u, v) ≤ d = h holds. Moreover, every

channel in C is preferred by all the viewers in F , and F is
an h-dense group of size at least p = k. For the necessary
condition, If SDSQ returns a solution with F̂ and K̂, then
for any vertices u, v ∈ F̂ , dEm

Gm
(u, v) ≤ h because F̂ is also

an h-dense group on Gm = (Vm, Em), i.e., V = Vm and
E = Em. Furthermore, since |F̂ | ≥ p = k, F̂ is a diameter
bounded subgraph on Gm = (Vm, Em). Therefore, SDSQ
is NP-hard. Moreover, if there exists a σ-approximation al-
gorithm of SDSQ with σ < ∞, then given any instance of
DBS, the same algorithm can solve the instance in polyno-
mial time because any returned feasible solution of SDSQ
implies TRUE for DBS. Therefore, SDSQ is inapproximable
within any ratio unless P=NP.

Integer Linear Programming Formulation. Here, we
formulate the Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formula-
tion of the proposed SDSQ problem. We first define a binary
decision variable xi with 1 ≤ i ≤ |V | to indicate whether
a viewer vi ∈ V is selected. That is, xi = 1 if and only if
vi is selected in the group F . Similarly, let binary decision
variable yj , 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|, indicate whether a channel qj ∈ C
is included in K. Moreover, we define another binary deci-
sion variable pij where pij = 1 if and only if channel qi is
preferred by viewer vj . A new binary variable zij is also in-
troduced to capture whether the two endpoints of a diversity
edge [qi, qj ] are selected in K. That is, zij = 1 if and only if
qi and qj both are included in K.

The constraints are listed as follows.∑
j∈[1,|V |]

pijxj − p · yi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, |C|], (1)

∑
j∈[1,|V |]

pjiyj − xi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, |V |], (2)

xi + xj ≤ 1, ∀dEG(vi, vj) > h, (3)
zij ≥ yi + yj − 1, ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ |C|,W [i, j] > 0,

(4)

zij ≤ yi + yj
2

, ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ |C|,W [i, j] > 0.

(5)

For the objective function, please note that the denomi-
nator includes the term |K|. If we simply use

∑|C|
i=1 yi to

represent |K|, the formulation becomes fractional. To avoid
this case, we perform a transformation as follows. We first
introduce a new binary decision variable zn, 1 ≤ n ≤ |C|,
to represent the size of the obtained channel set K. In this
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case, sn = 1 if and only if |K| = n. Then, sn is derived
with the following constraints.

∑
n∈[1,|V |]

sn = 1, (6)

∑
q∈C

yi =
∑

n∈[1,|C|]
n · sn. (7)

Then, let the objective value be ω, SDSQ aims to maxi-
mize ω, where ω is derived as follows.

ω ≤
∑

[qi,qj ]∈D W [qi, qj ]zij

n
(8)

+ (1− sn)
∑

∀[qi,qj ]∈D

W [qi, qj ], ∀1 ≤ n ≤ |V |.

Related Work
The group formation problem aims to find a group of users
for various social activities. Lappas et al. propose algorithms
to form an expert team with all the required skills for busi-
ness applications (Lappas, Liu, and Terzi 2009). Shen et al.
propose methods to form an impromptu social activity group
and suggest a suitable activity location for the group (Shen
et al. 2016). Social connectivity and user interests have been
considered for activity group formation to maximize the
willingness of group members (Shuai et al. 2013). Prefer-
ence has also been considered to group users according to a
set of items (Roy, Lakshmanan, and Liu 2015) but without
a guarantee of tight social relations among group members.
Even though these existing approaches aim at forming ac-
tivity groups, they are not designed for live streaming that
needs to consider the channel diversity (Haimson and Tang
2017; Jain, Sarda, and Haritsa 2004; Mostafa et al. 2016;
Hamilton et al. 2016), social tightness (Hamilton, Garretson,
and Kerne 2014) and user preference for channels simulta-
neously in order to ensure a successful soiree event.

Video channel selection algorithms search and recom-
mend channels or programs, based on personal viewing be-
haviors of users in Youtube (Covington, Adams, and Sargin
2016; Koren and Sill 2013; Lu et al. 2015; Park et al. 2016;
Zhao, McAuley, and King 2014). Recently, diversity has
drawn increasing attention in content search. DisC diver-
sity combines diversity and coverage to summarize search
results (Drosou and Pitoura 2012). Diversification to geo-
spatial keyword search that considers both the relevance and
spatial diversity has also been studied (Zhang et al. 2014).
Nevertheless, the social connectivity among friends is not
considered for the selection of viewers to foster warm inter-
actions.

In addition, various item and product recommendation al-
gorithms have been proposed (Koren and Sill 2013; Lu et al.
2015; Park et al. 2016; Zhao, McAuley, and King 2014).
However, the SDSQ problem studied in this paper is for
soiree configuration and planning that considers the chan-
nel diversity and social tightness to jointly select a group of
viewers and channels. SDSQ is totally different from the tra-
ditional recommendation algorithms, and thus recommenda-
tion algorithms cannot be applied to solve SDSQ.

Algorithm Design for SDSQ

To maximize the average diversity, a simple approach is to it-
eratively extract the top channels with the highest total inci-
dent diversity, which is the total weight of the diversity edges
incident to a channel, and then find viewers who like these
channels. However, this channel-oriented approach has two
pitfalls: i) the selected viewers are not guaranteed to be so-
cially tight, and ii) each selected channel may not be pre-
ferred by at least p selected viewers. Alternatively, a social-
oriented approach is to select the viewers to form an h-dense
group and then find a set of channels with maximal average
diversity. Nevertheless, finding an h-dense group is compu-
tationally intensive. Especially when h = 1, the viewers
need to form a clique, which is NP-complete.

Our idea is to first explore a larger but slightly sparse so-
cial group (i.e., a 2h-dense group) and then tailor it to the
final solution. The above relax-and-tailor strategy has been
widely adopted by the research community of approxima-
tion algorithms (Williamson and Shmoys 2011) for diffi-
cult NP-hard problems. Finding a 2h-dense group with more
candidate viewers for SDSQ is simple and thereby suitable
for large-scale online social networks (OSN). Moreover, for
each viewer v, a 2h-dense group of v contains all possible
h-dense groups of v that are feasible to SDSQ. If a channel
q has at least p viewers in an h-dense group of v, it also has
at least p viewers in the corresponding 2h-dense group of v.
Later we show that the above nice properties foster promis-
ing solutions effectively and efficiently.

The above observations allow us to divide a large-
scale OSN into smaller search subspaces with 2h-dense
groups. Accordingly, we design a 2-approximation algo-
rithm, namely Social-aware Diverse and Preferred Live
Streaming Selection (SDSSel) with a guaranteed error bound
h in social tightness. SDSSel iteratively performs the fol-
lowing two steps for each viewer v to extract the best can-
didate solution: 1) 2h-Dense Sets Generation: it identifies
the viewers in the 2h-dense group and a candidate channel
set that satisfies the minimum interest constraint (interest
constraint for short). 2) Channel-Viewer Selection: it first
selects some channels with high diversity from the candi-
date channel set and then extracts a set of socially cohesive
viewers to ensure that each selected channel is preferred by
at least p selected viewers. A candidate solution is gener-
ated after the above two steps for each viewer, and SDSSel
records the best candidate solution among all viewers. Fi-
nally, a post-processing step fixes the error incurred by the
relaxation strategy in the best candidate solution and tailors
it into the final solution with the same ratio.

Specifically, for each channel q, let Δq(C) =∑
r∈C W [q, r] denote the total incident diversity of q. For

each viewer v ∈ V , let H2
v (V ) denote the 2h-dense group

(also called 2h-dense viewer set) of v extracted from V . It
can be efficiently extracted by including every viewer u ∈ V
with dEG(u, v) ≤ h. That is, H2

v (V ) = {u|dEG(u, v) ≤
h}. Further, we define the 2h-dense channel set of v, i.e.,
H2

v (C), as the largest subset of C where each channel in
the subset has at least p viewers from H2

v (V ). By introduc-
ing H2

v (V ) and H2
v (C), later we show that if the optimal
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solution includes a viewer v, the channel set in the optimal
solution must be included in H2

v (C). The above observation
plays a critical role in the derivation of the approximation
ratio. Intuitively, SDSSel iteratively performs 2h-Dense Sets
Generation and Channel-Viewer Selection on each v ∈ V .
During the process, SDSSel records the best candidate so-
lution (KAPX , FAPX), where KAPX is the best channel
set obtained so far, and FAPX is the corresponding viewer
set. Finally, SDSSel employs a post-processing strategy on
KAPX and FAPX to tailor the solution and fix the error.
The pseudo code is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Social-aware Diverse and Preferred Live
Streaming Selection (SDSSel)
Require: Graph G = (V,C,E,D, P ), p, h
1: Delete from C every channel q such that |V (q)| < p
2: Delete from V every viewer v incident to no preference edge
3: KAPX ← ∅, FAPX ← ∅
4: I ← V � I is the set of viewers not yet processed
5: while I �= ∅ do
6: Select a viewer v ∈ I , I = I − {v}
7: Let H2

v (V ) and H2
v (C) be respectively the 2h-dense

viewer and channel set of v
8: if

∣
∣H2

v (V )
∣
∣ < p then

9: Continue;
10: K1

v ← H2
v (C)

11: for i ← 1 to |H2
v (C) | do

12: qi ← argminq∈Ki
v

(
Δq

(
Ki

v

))

13: Ki+1
v ← Ki

v − qi
14: if ω(Ki

v) > ω(KAPX) then

15: KAPX ← Ki
v , FAPX ← V (Ki

v)
⋂

H2
v (V )

16: end for

17: Perform the post-processing step
18: output (KAPX , FAPX)

2h-Dense Sets Generation. As mentioned, SDSSel first
generates H2

v (V ). It iteratively adds a viewer within h hops
from v, i.e., H2

v (V ) = {u ∈ V | dEG (u, v) ≤ h}. A node v
is discarded if |H2

v (V ) | < p because in this case, H2
v (V ) is

not a feasible solution. Then, H2
v (C) is constructed by ex-

tracting from C every channel preferred by at least p viewers
in H2

v (V ).
Channel-Viewer Selection. Next, SDSSel iteratively ex-

tracts from H2
v (C) the channel with the smallest total in-

cident diversity. Specifically, at iteration i, SDSSel trims
off the channel qi with the minimum total incident di-
versity in Ki

v to generate Ki+1
v , where Ki

v denotes the
set of channels in the beginning of iteration i. That is,
qi = argminq∈Ki

v
Δq(K

i
v). Let V (Ki

v) denote the set of
viewers who prefer at least one channel in Ki

v . Note that
(Ki

v, V (Ki
v)∩H2

v (V )) is a feasible solution to SDSQ with a
bounded error h because (1) every channel in Ki

v ⊆ H2
v (C)

has at least p viewers in H2
v (V ) (recall that H2

v (C) is the
set of all channels preferred by at least p viewers from
H2

v (V )), (2) each viewer in V (Ki
v) ∩ H2

v (V ) is guaran-
teed to have at least one preferred channel in Ki

v , and (3)
dEG(x, y) ≤ 2h, ∀x, y ∈ H2

v (V ).
At each iteration i, SDSSel examines whether the channel

set Ki
v leads to a better solution, i.e., ω(Ki

v) > ω(KAPX).

If it does, KAPX is replaced by Ki
v and the correspond-

ing viewer set FAPX is updated as V (Ki
v) ∩H2

v (V ). SDS-
Sel then proceeds to the next iteration with Ki+1

v . After
all channels from the H2

v (C) are extracted (i.e., at iteration
j = |H2

v (C)|, Kj+1
v = ∅), SDSSel completes the Channel-

Viewer Selection step for the current v and continues to ex-
plore the 2h-dense sets of another viewer until all viewers in
V are carefully examined.

Consider Figure 1 as an example with p = 2 and h = 4.
At the beginning, SDSSel deletes viewer d since C(d) = ∅.
Let a be the first viewer examined by SDSSel. SDSSel first
finds H2

a(V ) = {a, b, c, e, f} and then finds H2
a(C) =

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Then, the Channel-Viewer Selection step
starts. SDSSel sets K1

a to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and starts ex-
tracting the channels with the minimum incident diversity.
Channel 6 is the first extracted since Δ6(H

2
a(C)) = 0.1

is the minimum. Therefore, SDSSel removes channel 6 and
K2

a becomes {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and SDSSel sets KAPX to K1
a

with FAPX = V (K1
a) ∩ H2

a(V ) = {a, b, c, e, f}. The
above procedure repeats until K7

a = ∅. In this iteration,
KAPX = {1, 2} and FAPX = {a, b, c, e} ∩ H2

a(V ) since
ω(K5

a) = 0.25 is the highest among all the Ki
a, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.

After SDSSel processes all the viewers, KAPX = {1, 2}
with ω(KAPX) = 0.25. The solution ({1, 2}, {a, b, c, e}) is
returned.

Post Processing. In the following, we propose a post-
processing procedure to tailor the solution (KAPX , FAPX)
returned by SDSSel with the goal to meet the social tight-
ness constraint (i.e., FAPX is an h-dense group) and still
maintain the approximation ratio. Given (KAPX , FAPX),
we first identify a set of violating viewers Γ(V) in FAPX

as follows. A viewer v in FAPX is a violating viewer if
there exists at least one other viewer u ∈ FAPX such that
dEG(u, v) > h. Moreover, we also identify a set of violating
channels, Γv(C). A channel q ∈ KAPX belongs to Γv(C)
if it is preferred by at most p − 1 viewers in FAPX after
removing the viewer v from FAPX .

To tailor (KAPX , FAPX), the post processing includes
the following adjustment steps. 1) Expanding: a viewer v ∈
(V − FAPX) can be added to FAPX if including v will not
increase |Γ(V )| and C(v) ∩KAPX = ∅. Similarly, a chan-
nel q ∈ (C − KAPX) can be added to KAPX if adding
it can increase ω(KAPX) and |V (c) ∩ FAPX | ≥ p holds.
2) Trimming: we remove from FAPX the viewer v in Γ(V )
such that ω(KAPX−Γv(C)) ≥ ω(KAPX). After removing
violating viewers from FAPX , the resulting violating chan-
nels are also removed from KAPX . If multiple channels can
be discarded, we start with the one with the most viewers
in FAPX that are more than h hops away from the existing
viewers. Therefore, the final solution is an h-dense group
and the post-processing step is able to minimize number of
violating viewers.

Theoretical Analysis

In the following, we prove that SDSSel is a 2-approximation
algorithm with a bounded error h, whereas the post process-
ing fixes the error and achieves the same ratio. Let K∗ and
F ∗ denote the channel set and viewer set in the optimal so-
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lution, respectively. In the following, we prove that for each
channel q in K∗, the total incident diversity of channel q
is not smaller than the average diversity of the optimal so-
lution, i.e., Δq(K

∗) ≥ ω(K∗), ∀q ∈ K∗. This property is
important for the approximation ratio because it finds the
correlation of each channel’s total incident diversity and the
objective value. Next, we prove that if a viewer v is in the
optimal solution, i.e., v ∈ F ∗, the corresponding channel set
of the optimal solution is always part of the 2h-dense chan-
nels set of v, i.e., K∗ ⊆ H2

v (C). This property is crucial
because it finds the correlation between viewers and chan-
nels. In the following, we first derive the performance gap
between the optimal solutions (K∗, F ∗) and the solution
(KAPX , FAPX) obtained by SDSSel.

Lemma 1. For any channel q ∈ K∗, Δq(K
∗) ≥ ω(K∗).

Proof. For any channel q in K∗, let K∗
q = K∗ − {q} be the

set of channels obtained after removing q from K∗. Since
K∗ is the channel set in the optimal solution, ω(K∗

q ) ≤
ω(K∗) holds5. This is because after q is removed from K∗,
each remaining channel in K∗

q still has at least p viewers pre-
ferring it. Moreover, if q is removed from K∗ and a viewer v
in the corresponding F ∗ becomes infeasible (does not satisfy
the coverage constraint), then v must prefer only the chan-
nel q in K∗. In this case, v can directly be removed from F ∗,
and F ∗ − {v} together with K∗

q is still a feasible solution.
Therefore, ω(K∗

q ) ≤ ω(K∗) must hold; Otherwise, ω(K∗
q )

would have been the channel set of optimal solution.
Then, we prove this lemma with contradiction. Recall that

ω(K∗) = Δ(K∗)
|K∗| =

Δ(K∗
q )+Δq(K

∗)
|K∗

q |+1 . If Δq(K
∗) < ω(K∗)

holds, then ω(K∗) =
Δ(K∗

q )+Δq(K
∗)

|K∗
q |+1 <

Δ(K∗
q )+ω(K∗)
|K∗

q |+1 . As
ω(K∗

q ) ≤ ω(K∗), Δ(K∗
q ) ≤ |K∗

q |·ω(K∗) holds. Therefore,

we have ω(K∗) <
Δ(K∗

q )+ω(K∗)
|K∗

q |+1 ≤ |K∗
q |·ω(K∗)+ω(K∗)

|K∗
q |+1 =

(|K∗
q |+1)·ω(K∗)
|K∗

q |+1 = ω(K∗), leading to a contradiction. The
lemma follows.

Lemma 2. If v ∈ F ∗, then K∗ ⊆ H2
v (C) holds.

Proof. Since F ∗ is an h-dense group, if v is in F ∗, every
viewer in F ∗ is at most h hops away from v. It implies F ∗ ⊆
H2

v (V ). Since every channel in K∗ is preferred by at least p
viewers in F ∗, every channel in K∗ is preferred by at least
p viewers in H2

v (V ). By definition, H2
v (C) is the set of all

the channels in C preferred by at least p viewers in H2
v (V ),

leading to K∗ ⊆ H2
v (C). The lemma follows.

Recall that Ki
v is the set of channels at the beginning of

iteration i when SDSSel processes v. For any viewer v in F ∗,
let i be the earliest iteration in the Channel-Viewer Selection
step, when a channel qi extracted from H2

v (C) is also in K∗.
In other words, when SDSSel processes H2

v (C), all channels
removed from H2

v (C) before iteration i (i.e., before qi is
removed) do not appear in K∗. Then we have the following
lemma.

5Here we assume that |K∗| > 1, otherwise ω(K∗) = 0, and
the performance bound always holds.

Lemma 3. For any v ∈ F ∗, if qi ∈ H2
v (C) is the first chan-

nel extracted from K∗ by SDSSel when processing H2
v (C),

then Δq(K
i
v) ≥ ω(K∗) holds, ∀q ∈ Ki

v .

Proof. According to Lemma 2, K∗ ⊆ H2
v (C) holds since

v ∈ F ∗. Therefore, if qi ∈ H2
v (C) is the first channel in K∗

extracted by SDSSel when processing H2
v (C), K∗ ⊆ Ki

v;
Otherwise, another channel q̂ ∈ K∗ would have been ex-
tracted from H2

v (C) by SDSSel before qi. Note that K∗ ⊆
Ki

v also implies that Δqi(K
i
v) ≥ Δqi(K

∗). According to
Lemma 1, qi ∈ K∗ implies that Δqi(K

∗) ≥ ω(K∗), leading
to Δqi(K

i
v) ≥ Δqi(K

∗) ≥ ω(K∗). Moreover, every chan-
nel in Ki

v has an incident diversity at least Δqi(K
i
v) because

qi has the smallest one and is thereby extracted. Therefore,
we have Δq(K

i
v) ≥ Δqi(K

i
v) ≥ Δqi(K

∗) ≥ ω(K∗), ∀q ∈
Ki

v . The lemma follows.

Theorem 2. SDSSel is a 2-approximation algorithm for
SDSQ with a guaranteed error bound h.

Proof. Recall that the weight of each diversity edge is
counted only once in ω(Ki

v). Therefore, according to

Lemma 3, ω(Ki
v) =

∑
q∈Ki

v
Δq(K

i
v)

2·|Ki
v| ≥ |Ki

v|·ω(K∗)
2·|Ki

v| =
ω(K∗)

2 . Since SDSSel examines every viewer v ∈ V to
extract the best channel set KAPX , i.e., ω(KAPX) =

maxi∈[1,|C|],v∈V ω(Ki
v), we have ω(K

APX
) ≥ ω(K∗)

2 , and
the performance bound thereby holds.

We then prove the solution feasibility. For every v̂ ∈ V , if
j is the iteration such that KAPX = Kj

v̂ , then FAPX

⊆ H2
v̂ (V ) holds, thus dEG (u, u′) ≤ 2h, ∀u, u′ ∈ FAPX .

Therefore, FAPX is a 2h-dense group. Furthermore, Ki
v̂ ⊆

H2
v̂ (C) , implying that every channel in Ki

v̂ is preferred by at
least p viewers in H2

v̂ (V ). In this situation, for each q ∈ Ki
v̂ ,

|V (q)
⋂
H2

v̂ (V )| ≥ p holds. We also have (V (q)
⋂
H2

v̂ (V ))
⊆ (V (Ki

v̂)
⋂

H2
v̂ (V )) = FAPX . Therefore, every channel

q in KAPX is preferred by at least p viewers in FAPX , and
every viewer in FAPX belongs to V (KAPX).

Time Complexity. For any viewer v, the corresponding
2h-dense viewer set, i.e., H2

v (V ), is generated by Breadth-
First Search in O(|V | + |E|) time. The 2h-dense Channel
Set Generation and the Channel-Viewer Selection steps of
a viewer require O(|C|2 + |V | + |D| + |P |) time. Finding
the channel q with the minimum Δq(K

v
i ) requires O(|C|)

time for each iteration. For all q ∈ Kv
i , finding Δq(K

v
i )

and removing q from Kv
i take at most O(|D|) times of edge

scan. Finally, removing viewers in H2
v (V ) related to the re-

moved channel q takes O(|P |) for all iterations. Therefore,
the overall time complexity of SDSSel is O(|V |(|V |+ |E|+
|C|2+|D|+|P |)). Compared with |E| and |P |, |V | is usually
small. Also, O(|C|2) = |D|. Thus, O(|V |(|E|+ |D|+ |P |))
dominates the time complexity. Finally, in the post process-
ing, checking the violating condition of each viewer v and
finding Γv(C) take O(|V |+ |E|+ |C|) time. Therefore, post
processing takes O(|V |(|E|+ |D|+ |P |)) time as well. Em-
pirically, the experimental results manifest that most cases
can be computed within seconds.
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Table 2: User behavior in live streaming channels.

Usually Often Rarely Never
Twitch Viewing Frequency 38.60% 51.75% 9.65% 0.00%
Multi-Streaming 18.78% 28.73% 40.33% 12.15%

Experimental Results

To validate the ideas of SDSQ and SDSSel, we first build a
prototype system on Twitch and conduct a user study with
432 Twitch users through Amazon MTurk6. A preference
edge exists if a user follows a channel. The weights of diver-
sity edges are acquired from cosine dissimilarity (i.e., 1−
cosine similarity) of the two corresponding channels (Sar-
war et al. 2001; Chen and Zhang 2017). The goal is two-
fold: 1) to evaluate the SDSQ problem formulation, and 2)
to evaluate the solution returned by SDSSel against the state-
of-the-art baselines (described later), and users’ manual se-
lection in terms of users’ satisfaction, and compare the solu-
tion quality of SDSSel against the users’ manual selection.

Afterward, we evaluate the effectiveness and the effi-
ciency of SDSSel on three large-scale real datasets, namely
Yelp (Yelp 2016), Douban, and Twitch. Yelp is a location-
based social network with 4.1M reviews, 1.5M users, and the
corresponding check-in records (regarded as preferred chan-
nels here). Douban includes 5M vertices and 86M edges,
where users may recommend and like books, movies, and
music (regarded as preferred channels here). Twitch includes
6M viewers and 250 crawled channels. As Twitch does not
provide APIs to crawl the social network, Twitch channels
are coupled with a Twitter social network dataset (R. Za-
farani and H. Liu 2009), and the preference edges are gen-
erated following Watts-Strogatz model (Watts and Strogatz
1998). The weights of diversity edges are acquired from co-
sine dissimilarity.

We compare SDSSel with 4 state-of-the-art baselines:
GD-LM-MIN (Roy, Lakshmanan, and Liu 2015),
SSGSelect (Yang et al. 2012), TrustSVD (Guo,
Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015), and the Integer Linear Pro-
gramming formulation (ILP) that finds the optimal solution
of SDSQ. GD-LM-MIN forms groups of users based on
their preferences toward channels. Users are allocated in the
same group if their top-k preferred channels are the same
without considering their social relations. SSGSelect
forms groups of users based on their social tightness and
their preferences towards the channels without considering
the channel diversity. TrustSVD recommends the channels
according to the preference and trust of friends, and any
two friends are in the same group if they are recommended
the same channel. ILP is the Integer Linear Programming
formulation for small instances of SDSQ. Together with
IBM CPLEX, it finds the optimal solution for SDSQ. All
algorithms are implemented on an HP DL580 server with 4

6For the user study, we implement a Chrome plugin to crawl,
upon agreement from the participants, the user profiles, their
friends, the channels they follow and the description, the channels
their friends follow and their friends of friends.
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Figure 2: User study results.

Intel Xeon E7-4870 2.4 GHz CPUs and 1 TB RAM. Each
result is averaged over 50 samples.

User Study

Table 2 first summarizes the behavior of the 432 Twitch
users, indicating that 90% of users are frequent (i.e., an-
swering as ”usually” or ”often”) live streaming users, and
56% of users watch multiple live streaming channels at
the same time because simultaneously viewing different an-
gles can indeed improve the user satisfaction, especially
for sports, games, and news (Haimson and Tang 2017;
Hamilton et al. 2016; Mostafa et al. 2016). Figure 2(a) then
shows the correlation between user satisfaction and the four
factors considered in SDSQ: (i) channel diversity, (ii) cov-
erage constraint, (iii) minimum interest constraint, and (iv)
social tightness. Participants are surveyed with a question-
naire regarding their satisfaction with those factors (e.g.,
“Do you prefer sharing your streaming experience with
friends or with random people?”, “Do you prefer a list of
diverse streaming content while you are multi-streaming?”,
“Do you form special chat groups while watching a live
stream?”). The result manifests that live streaming users are
more satisfied with diversified channels (channel diversity)
that they are interested in (i.e., the coverage constraint) and
sharing the viewing experience with friends (social tightness
and minimum interest constraint), instead of random people
in the same chat room. The analysis of real datasets (i.e.,
Twitch, Youtube Live, and bilibili) also manifests that the
four factors are cornerstones for live streaming.

Figure 2(b) compares the user satisfaction of SDSSel,
GD-LM-MIN, TrustSVD, and Manual (i.e., users manu-
ally select a set of viewers and a set of channels). Each user
is asked to choose the solution that generates the best user
experience. The results manifest that SDSSel outperforms
the other baselines because it effectively incorporates all the
four crucial factors in live streaming, whereas the others are
designed for different scenarios, and the manual selection
does not find a nice solution. Figure 2(b) manifests that the
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Figure 3: Effectiveness and efficiency.

requirements in live streaming are different from those in
traditional video streaming (e.g., Youtube) since live stream-
ing systems allow the viewing of multiple preferred streams
simultaneously (diversity factor) and enable real-time inter-
actions among friends (social and interest constraint).

For the manual selection, Figure 2(c) shows that the aver-
age diversity drops when the graph size increases, and Fig-
ure 2(d) shows that the feasibility ratio (the ratio of the fea-
sible solutions to SDSQ) of manual selection is very low.
Therefore, it is difficult for human to properly choose both
the channels and group members at the same time, even with
a small graph of no more than 15 individuals and 16 chan-
nels. Nevertheless, users indeed prefer the solutions specific
for live streaming even though they are not able to find them,
as shown in Figure 2(b). The analysis of the manual se-
lection results shows that users prefer to have at least 4.71
friends watching the same channels together, who are usu-
ally within 1.57 hops in their social networks. This result
provides good guidance to decide proper p and h values for
SDSQ.

Sensitivity Tests on Large Datasets

Figure 3 evaluates SDSSel on a large-scale dataset that ran-
domly samples 1M users from Douban. Figure 3(a) mani-
fests that when the social constraint h increases (i.e., a looser
group is allowed), the average diversity of the selected chan-
nels improves because more distant viewers who prefer di-
verse channels are included. Moreover, a larger p (i.e., a
smaller group is not allowed) results in a smaller average
diversity since the number of channels satisfying the mini-
mum interest constraint decreases. Also, the execution time
in Figure 3(b) decreases because the minimum interest con-
straint effectively discards the channels with fewer than p
viewers. Furthermore, SDSSel performs significantly faster
on Yelp and Douban because they both have smaller densi-
ties (≤ 4.78 · 10−6) than Twitch (5.56 · 10−6). As a result,
the 2h-dense sets on Yelp and Douban include much fewer
candidates. However, the execution time on Twitch is still
smaller than 90 seconds, demonstrating the high efficiency
of SDSSel on different datasets.

Comparisons with Baseline Algorithms

Figure 4 compares SDSSel with various baselines on Yelp.
Because SSGSelect and GD-LM-MIN do not return the
solutions in 24 hours when |V | > 500, we compare
SDSSel with them by downsizing Yelp into a smaller net-
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Figure 4: Comparisons with baselines on small datasets.

work (|V | = 200 and |C| = 100). Figure 4(a) shows that
SDSSel outperforms the baselines. For a larger p, the aver-
age diversity of SDSSel drops because the number of chan-
nels satisfying the interest constraint (p) decreases. Never-
theless, the average diversity of SDSSel is still very close
to the optimal solution (ILP). In contrast, the average di-
versity of TrustSVD increases as p grows because more
channels are included in the solution. However, all solutions
returned by TrustSVD are infeasible because the viewer
groups formed by TrustSVD with p ≥ 2 do not satisfy
the social constraint, as shown in Figure 4(b), where Feasi-
bility Ratio denotes the ratio of the number of acquired fea-
sible solutions to the total number of tested SDSQ instances.
By contrast, SDSSel always acquires feasible solutions, yet
TrustSVD and GD-LM-MIN do not even find one feasible
solution when p ≥ 2.

For the efficiency, Figure 4(c) demonstrates that SDSSel
(< 0.001 s) outperforms all the baselines. Although the exe-
cution time of SSGSelect is comparable to SDSSel, the
solution quality of SSGSelect is very poor, as shown in
Figures 4(a). Moreover, TrustSVD and GD-LM-MIN do
not consider all important factors in live streaming, and the
results confirm that the conventional preference-based ap-
proaches are not applicable to our scenario. Finally, Fig-
ure 4(d) indicates that the number of viewers selected by
SDSSel is much more than those selected by SSGSelect,
TrustSVD, and GD-LM-MIN because their results usually
do not satisfy the interest constraint.

Conclusion

In this paper, we consider the important factors for the or-
ganization of online soirees in a live multi-streaming sce-
nario. We formulate a new query, namely Social-aware Di-
verse and Preferred Live Streaming Channel Query (SDSQ),
to jointly find a set of diverse and preferred channels along
with a group of socially tight viewers. We analyze the
hardness and inapproximability of SDSQ and develop a 2-
approximation algorithm, namely SDSSel, with a guaranteed
error bound. We implement SDSQ on Twitch and conduct a
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user study and large-scale experiments. The results demon-
strate that those factors are cornerstones of live streamming,
and SDSSel outperforms the baseline algorithms and man-
ual selections by the users.
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